Pregnancy and sleep disorders are strongly correlated. Sleep disorders commonly experienced in pregnancy include insomnia, restless legs syndrome, excessive daytime sleepiness and sleep disordered breathing, for example sleep apnea. Causes can be physical discomfort, hormonal changes, alterations in respiratory physiology and psychological and emotional upheaval. Incidence of the different types of sleep disorders varies depending on pregnancy trimester. The first trimester is associated with excessive daytime sleepiness, although this can continue throughout pregnancy. Physical factors such as nausea and vomiting and hormonal changes are important causes. By the second trimester, hormonal changes are stabilising but women may still suffer sleep problems due to enlarged abdomen causing low back pain, abrupt fetal movements, heartburn and nocturia. In the third trimester, the majority of women suffer from sleep problems. Incidence of insomnia and restless legs syndrome reach their maximum. Sleep disordered breathing issues including sleep apnea, snoring and hypoventilation are also more common, influenced by rising progesterone levels, disordered and periodic breathing, excessive weight gain and altered neck circumference. Sleep disorders in pregnancy have been associated with adverse maternal and fetal outcomes. Treatment options include improving sleep hygiene, exercise, positional therapy, continuous positive airway pressure, behavioural therapies and, where the sleep disorders are refractory to these types of interventions, short-term pharmacological treatment with suitable hypnotics. Postpartum, many of the pregnancy-associated sleep disorders resolve, however many women continue to experience excessive daytime sleepiness and both pre- and post-partum sleep disorders have been linked to incidence of post-natal depression.
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OVERVIEW

Sleep abnormality and pregnancy are strongly correlated, with between 75 to 80% of pregnant women around the world experiencing some form of sleep disturbance during this period. Both hormonal changes and physical discomforts associated with pregnancy have been associated with sleep problems in pregnant women. Pregnancy may also exacerbate existing sleep disorders. Common sleep abnormalities associated with pregnancy include insomnia, restless legs syndrome and excessive sleepiness. Furthermore, alterations in respiratory physiology during pregnancy result in sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) and hence disorders such as obstructive sleep apnea are also common. The three trimesters of pregnancy are each associated with different challenges to sleep quality. Each trimester brings different physiological and psychological issues, altering the type and degree of sleep abnormality. Usually, sleep becomes more fragmented, and the quality of sleep declines furthest in the third trimester. Likelihood of developing sleep disorders during pregnancy will also be influenced by factors including pre-existing sleep disorders, mental disorders such as anxiety or depression or certain personality traits.

INCIDENCE OF COMMON SLEEP DISORDERS IN PREGNANCY

Incidence of the common sleep disorders varies depending on the trimester of pregnancy, although exact prevalence of sleep disorders in pregnancy is difficult to define absolutely. Excessive sleepiness, in particular increased daytime sleepiness, is a feature of the first trimester of pregnancy, but continues to be observed throughout the pregnancy. Incidence of rhinitis in pregnancy has been reported to be between 18-42% and is accompanied by nasal congestion and inflammation, causing sleep disturbance. While nasal congestion is observed during the first trimester, its incidence is higher later in pregnancy.

During the second trimester, the probability of sleep abnormality increases from first trimester’s average of 13% to 19%. While women may not experience the same level of excessive sleepiness, slow-wave sleep (SWS) level begins to drop, and regular REM sleep rate may increase or decrease. The number of mid-night awakenings also begins to increase from two to four times per night, accounting for a disturbed sleep cycle during this period of pregnancy. Moorcroft asserts that “by the middle of pregnancy sleep has returned to typical-for-age levels but falls below these levels later in the pregnancy”.

Insomnia is observed throughout pregnancy but is particularly prevalent in the third trimester. For example, one recent study of 2,816 women in week 32 of pregnancy in Norway estimated insomnia prevalence of 61.9%. Prevalence of depressive symptoms in this cohort stood at 14.6% and was strongly correlated with insomnia. Meanwhile, a Turkish study of 486 pregnant women estimated a prevalence of 52.2% insomnia, with incidence doubling in the third trimester compared to the first and second. Incidence of restless legs syndrome is also mainly associated with the third trimester and has been estimated at between 19-26% of pregnant women in studies in various different countries.

Sleep apnea, including obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), is a problem that may affect many pregnant women, especially in the second and third trimesters. While prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea is difficult to be exact about, the reported increased incidence of snoring during pregnancy, ranging from 15% to 27% of pregnant women among studies, suggests that OSA prevalence is higher than in the general population. Swedish studies on groups of 500 or more pregnant women showed that during the last week of pregnancy 21.2-23% of women reported nightly snoring every night compared to only 4% before pregnancy. In another study, 267 participants underwent ambulatory monitoring and polysomnography during their last antenatal six visits and their blood pressure upheavals, sleep abnormalities and other symptoms were recorded. The analysis revealed that abnormal respiratory patterns persisted during the third trimester, with 11.8% of participants reporting snoring in this period.
ETIOLOGY OF SLEEP DISORDERS IN PREGNANCY

FIRST TRIMESTER

Physical and Emotional Issues

In the first trimester, the most common sleep issues include waking due to the frequent urge to urinate especially at night, which directly and negatively impacts the sleep cycle of a pregnant woman. The sleep cycle is also often disturbed due to nausea and vomiting and the emotional stress associated with pregnancy.4,8,19

The urge to urinate occurs due to the increasing pressure on the bladder caused by the rapid development of the fetus within the uterus. The body’s demand for proper sleep results in excessive daytime sleepiness. Results of one study indicated that there is a mean increase in daytime sleep hours from week 1 of pregnancy, reaching more than 30 minutes by 11 weeks.6 Although the sleep time increases, the quality of subjective sleep decreases resulting in decreased sleep efficiency and sleep REM. “Insomnia and excessive sleepiness” have both been categorized as “Pregnancy-associated Disorders” by the International Classification of Sleep Disorders.3

Hormonal Changes

The hormonal changes that women undergo during pregnancy, especially in the first trimester, can result in emotional stress which disturbs their sleep cycle, leading to insomnia.23 During the first trimester, there are major changes in levels of the reproductive hormones, with levels of estrogens and progesterone increasing throughout pregnancy.3 Increment in estrogen levels can negatively modify the respiratory system by stimulating mucosal edema, capillary congestion, hyperemia and fragility of the upper tract.10 Other hormones such as placental growth hormone and non-hormonal causes such as smoking, allergies and infections have also been implicated in rhinitis and nasal congestion in pregnancy.10

SECOND TRIMESTER

During the second trimester, hormonal balance is achieved as progesterone levels elevate more gradually, nausea tends to come under control, and pressure on the bladder reduces because the fetus moves above it.23 However, during this period pregnant women may still suffer sleep problems, including poor sleep quality, difficulty in getting to sleep, frequent arousal and excessive daytime sleepiness.24 Etiological factors during the second trimester include enlarged abdomen causing low back pain, abrupt fetal movements leading to arousals during sleep, heartburn and nocturia. Backache is observed in the majority of pregnant women in all three trimesters. In a study comprising 950 pregnant women conducted by Yale University School of Medicine’s Department of Anesthesiology, it was noted that 645 respondents declared backache as the main cause of sleep disturbance throughout the pregnancy.25 This is not only because of the burden of the baby on the belly but also due to the softening of ligaments between pelvic bones and slackening of joints, as a woman’s body becomes prepared for childbirth.

THIRD TRIMESTER

Physical Issues

During the third trimester, common sleep disturbance etiologies include frequent urination, backache, discomfort caused by rapid and strong fetal movement, general discomfort due to enlarged belly, fatigue, shortness of breath and heartburn. In fact, the majority of women experience sleep disturbances during the third trimester.3,26,27 In one questionnaire-based study on 325 women, it was reported that only 1.9% of women did not report nocturnal wakening at this point in pregnancy.6 However, despite decreases in nocturnal sleep time in comparison to the first two trimesters, the mean 24-hour sleep time of pregnant women comes close to the sleep average of the pre-pregnancy period. Day-time naps become regular during this phase, adding additional hours to the 24-hour average sleep time.

Sleep-disordered Breathing Conditions

Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) conditions, including sleep apnea, snoring and hypoventilation are all more common in the third trimester due to changes in the respiratory system and sleep physi-
ology during pregnancy. Sleep apnea is a common issue in the second and particularly in the third trimester. Increased progesterone levels contribute to this condition, which causes alterations in respiratory function leading to abnormal breathing patterns. Heightened hypercapnia ventilator response and alterations in chest wall proprioceptors, facilitated by the respiratory stimulation of progesterone, lead to sleep apnea and dyspnea. The most common type of dyspnea is the “physiologic dyspnea” in which the pregnant woman becomes short of breath either while at rest or during mild activity. Sleep Apnea worsens during the third trimester as the pregnant woman gains weight and the baby grows completely.

Obstructive and central sleep apnea are other common types of sleep apnea in pregnant women. The primary stimulators of these problems are disordered and periodic breathing, excessive weight gain and altered neck circumference along with nocturnal obesity hypoventilation syndrome. Snoring and increased nocturnal blood pressure are common in obstructive sleep apnea. One recent study showed that obstructive sleep apnea is strongly associated with both hypertension and snoring in pregnant women. Women start to snore more regularly in the third trimester; this heightened tendency to snore is reported by at least 14% of pregnant women in the final phase of pregnancy.3 Snoring, and obstructive sleep apnea are associated with rhinitis. Central apnea is also associated with disturbed respiratory functioning. Obesity is a predictive factor in obstructive sleep apnea and snoring in pregnancy.

Restless Legs Syndrome
Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) is also more common by the third trimester of pregnancy. This is a neurosensory disorder, and typically the main effects of the syndrome are experienced during the evenings, making it difficult to fall asleep. Outside of pregnancy, it has been linked to anemia due to iron deficiency and to dopaminergic pathways. It has been suggested that the major contributory mechanisms to RLS pathophysiology in pregnancy are hormonal changes and iron and folate status. For example, one study showed that pregnant women with RLS had both low serum ferritin at preconception and significantly reduced levels of folate at preconception and at each trimester. Another study on 642 pregnant women showed that women with RLS had lower hemoglobin levels and mean corpuscular volume.

Mental Health
Studies indicate that insomnia in pregnancy is more common among women with depressive symptoms. Personality traits have also been identified as potentially important causative factors in insomnia in pregnancy, for example, one study has suggested that the personality traits Neuroticism and Agreeableness are associated with insomnia in pregnancy.

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF SLEEP DISORDERS IN PREGNANCY

CONSEQUENCES OF SLEEP DISORDERS IN PREGNANCY
Sleep disorders in pregnancy can have serious consequences for both mother and baby, so prevention and treatment are crucial. For example, SDB in pregnancy has been variously associated with hypertension, pre-eclampsia and gestational diabetes, although there is some lack of consensus in the literature. One recent study on 1,673 women in the third trimester of pregnancy linked maternal snoring during pregnancy to adverse delivery outcomes including cesarean delivery and small-for-gestational age. The presence of OSA in a cohort of 175 obese pregnant women was associated with more frequent pre-eclampsia, neonatal intensive care unit admissions, and cesarean deliveries. Another study on 128 second-trimester and 120 third-trimester pregnant women and their newborns suggested that poor sleep quality was significantly associated with greater risk of vacuum-assisted delivery. An emerging theory suggests that SDB, with its accompanying sleep fragmentation and intermittent hypoxemia, may contribute to miscarriage risk, making SDB treatment a possible intervention for subsequent pregnancies.
with pre-existing depressive symptoms may be more at risk of sleep disorders during pregnancy, on the other hand, sleep disorders can lead to impaired psychosocial functioning at all stages of pregnancy, including increased depressive symptoms.12,13,37,38

**TREATMENT AND PREVENTION**

Thus, it is of great importance for both mother and foetus that sleep disorders in pregnancy be identified and treated. Both pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions are available for prevention and treatment of insomnia but in pregnancy it would be desirable to attempt non-pharmacological interventions where possible. Identification of women at higher risk in the earlier stages of pregnancy would be of benefit in attempting to avoid recourse to drugs that might have adverse effects on the fetus or mother. Initiating prenatal care early on for females having a history of chronic mood disorders, hypertension, irregular blood pressure upheavals, depression and/or anxiety can be helpful in preventing sleep disorders and ensuring successful outcomes in pregnancy.

In general in treatment of insomnia, Ramakrishnan recommends first addressing issues of sleep hygiene and exercise.39 This would include steps such as undergoing relaxation therapies and changing bedding, using extra-soft pillows, having a hot water bath before going to bed and to listening to soothing music. Reducing the amounts of caffeine and nicotine also helps in promoting better sleep patterns.39 These kind of steps, aimed at addressing pregnancy-associated complaints such as the typical physical discomforts, would be particularly relevant in pregnancy once specific sleep disorders have been excluded by taking a medical history.3 Interventions including cognitive behavioral therapy have been shown to be effective in assisting with elements of insomnia, including adjusting attitudes and beliefs and teaching techniques to overcome the sleeplessness.39 This type of psychotherapeutic approach is particularly relevant considering the preponderance of depressive and anxiety symptoms among pregnant women with sleep disorders.12,13 It is also important to test at-risk women in the earlier stages of pregnancy so that drugs that might have adverse effects on the fetus or mother might be able to be avoided by early behavioral interventions. Initiating prenatal care early on for women with a history of chronic mood disorders, hypertension, irregular blood pressure upheavals, depression and/or anxiety can be helpful in ensuring successful outcomes of pregnancy.

However, if sleep hygiene interventions or behavioral therapies prove ineffective and daytime functioning is being impaired, it may be necessary to turn to short-term pharmacological treatment. However, many sedative-hypnotics such as benzodiazepines have are considered to confer risk in pregnancy, being associated, for example, with ‘floppy infant syndrome’ and respiratory depression.3 Therefore, it is essential to identify suitable hypnotic agents in which risk of fetal harm is considered unlikely. For example the imidazopyridine drug Zolpidem has been considered relatively safe for use in pregnancy, although some studies suggest that its use, particularly in high dose, may be associated with adverse outcomes including low birth-weight infants, preterm deliveries, small for gestational age infants, and cesarean delivery or even fetal neural tube defects.40,41

RLS, which is associated with low serum ferritin and folate levels, can lead to sleep deprivation and severe mood swings.14 This disease could be prevented by increased awareness of the importance of testing the serum levels of ferritin and folate during the earliest period of pregnancy and making sufficient efforts to keep these levels within normal range.

For SDB in pregnancy, in some cases positional therapy may be sufficient, for example in cases of positional OSA.5,5 However, often continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the most appropriate treatment for countering SDB during pregnancy, for example because it helps in controlling nocturnal blood pressure.26 One recent study showed that in women in the third pregnancy trimester who had pre-eclampsia associated with SDB, administration of CPAP resulted in an
increase in the number of fetal movements and hic-cups which were both reduced prior to treatment when compared to a control group. For women who do not experience snoring but have other symptoms of sleep apnea, for example women with upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS), and then external nasal dilation may be a good solution for reducing the impact of apnea.

POST-PARTUM SLEEP DISORDERS

Sleep abnormality does not end with delivery, but increases, and the highest drop in total sleep-time occurs during the first month after childbirth. However, many of the sleep disorders associated with the pregnancy itself largely resolve postpartum. For example, incidence of RLS and nocturnal awakening drops substantially in the few months after delivery. A recent study suggests that, for example, in women with gestational diabetes who experienced SDB during pregnancy, the SDB improved postpartum state to the same levels as healthy subjects. Postpartum sleep disorders may be largely due to the practicalities of caring for a new baby and other factors, such as heavy menstruation that lasts for up to forty days and physical weakness. However, this does not mean that disordered postpartum sleep should be ignored. One recent study suggests that over half of new mothers continue to suffer from excessive daytime sleepiness eighteen weeks after delivery, with implications for daytime functioning and timing of the return to the workforce. Also, there is evidence to suggest that both pregnancy-associated and postpartum disordered sleep patterns can impact on postnatal depression. A study using wrist actigraphy to monitor poor sleep maintenance and looking at subjective assessments of sleep in twenty-five healthy primiparous women found that poor sleep maintenance was significantly associated with depression. Meanwhile, another study on fifty-four pregnant women with insomnia in the third trimester has shown that treating the insomnia with either trazodone or diphenhydramine resulted in reduced incidence of postpartum depression compared to women treated with placebo.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sleep disorders including insomnia, restless legs syndrome, excessive daytime sleepiness and sleep-disordered breathing are commonly experiences in pregnancy, with varying incidence and etiology in the three trimesters. It is increasingly recognised that these sleep disorders in pregnancy are associated with adverse maternal outcomes such as hypertension, pre-eclampsia and gestational diabetes. They have also been linked to adverse fetal outcomes including increased likelihood of cesarean delivery and small-for-gestational age. Mental health disturbances such as increased depressive symptoms both during pregnancy and postpartum have been linked to sleep disorders. It is to be recommended that women at higher risk of sleep disorders should be identified early in pregnancy, for example women with a history of sleep disorders, chronic mood disorders, hypertension, irregular blood pressure upheavals, depression and/or anxiety and women who are obese. Prevention and treatment options can then be planned and executed in a timely manner, be it alterations in sleep hygiene or exercise regime, positional therapy, behavioural therapy or short-term pharmacological intervention where necessary. Continuous positive airway pressure should be considered in cases of sleep-disordered breathing in order to positively influence both maternal and fetal outcomes. Increased awareness of serum levels of ferritin and folate during the earliest period of pregnancy and making sufficient efforts to keep these levels within normal range is also to be recommended for prevention of RLS. Appropriate preventive or treatment options in pregnancy-associated sleep disorders can have a positive impact both within pregnancy and postpartum, for example in reducing incidence of post-natal depressive symptoms and improving both maternal and fetal outcomes.
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